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Validation the functioning of the platform

Name Appendix 2. Validation the functioning of the platform

Responsible Leonardo David Glasserman Morales

Objective Objective 2: Validate the functioning of the platform for the development of
complex reasoning and self-regulated learning.

Several meetings have been organized in order to identify the functionality of the platform. At this stage,
we refer to the simulator as the main product being tested. The platform will embed the simulator.
Below there are some images where the core team of S4L met online.



There are some images as a work in process report where information regarding pilots of the
simulator and other tasks inside the simulator are shown. It is important to mention that the
answers of questionnaires are saved and can be downloaded for further analysis in CSV
formats. In that way it is confirmed that the simulator can allow participants to create a
session, answer the questionnaires, play with the first case scenario (building a logistic
network), and at the end, results can be downloaded for further analysis.











So far, it can be shown by the previous images that the simulator is working. There is a
backend for administrator profile and a user profile that has to go through several paths
which include responding questionnaires, participating in the logistics network scenario
(pilot) and viewing the final certificate of completion.

Account creation (registration) and Sign-in can be done at:
https://goal-plus.desarrollo.in/login

https://goal-plus.desarrollo.in/login


Screens captures of the simulator are presented below:





A special request for the programming team will include the update of the user dashboard
embedded in the platform. A first draft of this dashboard is presented below:



We would like to have information regarding Complex thinking and then information
regarding self-regulated learning will be shown for each user. This information will come with
a level of domain (basic, intermediate or advance). Here is a sample of this scale:



Methodological design of pilot study and follow up

After initial selection of first core participants (professors in Mexico and in other countries), it
was address a follow up strategy based on the directory that resulted from Appendix 1:



This information can be seen here: https://tinyurl.com/mpb9y4pb

A sample letter of email is presented below:

Afterwards, a final date was set up at the end of October 2023 so that descriptive analysis
for both sets of questionnaires (complex thinking and self regulated learning) could be
performed. Next there are the sample images for complex thinking and self regulated
learning dashboards within the role of administrator of the platform. Filters based on
pre-test/post-test, activity, institution and email can be performed.

https://tinyurl.com/mpb9y4pb




If an user completed all tasks (answering questionnaires and completing the game in the
simulator) then the possibility of getting a digital diploma appears (can be seen as a preview
online or downloaded):


